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Submicron aerosols,as evidenced by the occurrence of polar mesosphericand noctilucent clouds,

exist at heightsfrom whichpolar mesosphere
summerechoes(PMSE) are observed.We investigate
the role of positively and negatively charged aerosolsin the scattering processesproposed in the
literature. These aerosols, if charged substantially, can account for the remarkably high radar
reflectivity at both VHF and UHF by raising the electron Schmidt number through the ambipolar
effect. A positively charged component may be responsible for enhanced UHF radar scatter by
increasing the incoherent scatter power through a dresseddust effect, although such a processis
not realistic as an explanation for VHF scatter during PMSE. Such an enhanced UHF scatter
will be associated with extremely narrow backscatter spectra. We propose a model in which both
negatively and positively charged aerosolsare present to explain both the radar properties and the
rocket probe observations of charged particle depletions. Finally, we point out that the Poker Flat
50-MHz long-term data, which contrary to accepted dynamical theory show average downward
velocities in the summertime upper mesosphere, can be attributed to the fall speed of the aerosols
responsible for PMSE.

and Brekke[1988] have inferred increasedelectronSchmidt
numbersnear the summer polar mesopausefrom the spec-

INTRODUCTION

Radars operating near 50 MHz [Ecklund and Balsley, tral widths of incoherent scatter radar measurements. An
1981; Czechowsky
et al., 1989; RSttgeret al., 1990],224 MHz analogousformal argument has not been made for the case
[RSttgeret al., 1988], and 933 MHz [RSttger et al., 1990] of Fresnelreflection, but heuristically one can say that a de-

have detected extremely high backscattercrosssectionsfrom
the summer polar mesosphere,a phenomenon known as po-

creasein the electron diffusivity would increase the lifetime

of sharp, coherentledgesbut would not accountfor ledges

lar mesosphere
summerechoes(PMSE). Turbulent scatter being created in the first place.
as well as Fresnel type reflection have been invoked as the
probable mechanisms,but both have encountereddifficulties
in explaining the smallnessof the required scattering structure in the electron density. For example, in a turbulencebasedscattering theory the Bragg scattering lengths seem to
be well beyond the viscous cutoff point. Likewise, it seems
improbable that coherent ledges with vertical length scales
of the order of the radar wavelengths necessaryfor partial
reflection could exist. Noting the occurrence of heavy, hydrated ions in the uniquely cold summer polar mesopause,

The effect of hydrated protons on the Schmidt number

hasbeeninvestigatedby Hall[1990] with the conclusionthat
little change is effected if the polarization interaction model
between ions and neutrals is adopted, whereas an ad hoc
assumptionof a hard sphere interaction model producesa

more significantchange. (The questionof which model is
appropriate will be discussedin the next section.) Kelley
et al. [1990]haveestimatedSc to be as high as 100 from a

comparisonof 53.5-MHz radar and rocket data, an enhancement which is beyond the reach of the proton hydrates.
Kelley et al. [1987]proposedthat the diffusivityof the elecAs a possiblealternative mechanismwe examine here the
trons, which are necessarilycoupledto the ions through am- role of chargedaerosolsin influencingthe electron Schmidt
bipolar effects, might be lowered by the existence of these number. This is an attractive idea since such particles are
relatively massive particles, thereby raising the Schmidt known to occur in the summer polar mesopause,as evinumber which is defined by
denced by noctilucent and polar mesosphericclouds, and

their heightrangeof occurrence
is very similar[Thomasand
Oilveto,1986]. There is a wide sizerangeof aerosols,from
where v is the kinematic viscosityof the neutral gas and De meteor dust to the visiblecloud ice crystals(~ 0.1 #m),
the various stagesof cloud nucleation
is the diffusivity of electrons. The usual assumption[e.g., which encompasses
Hill and Bowhill, 1976] had been to take Sc • 1, which and coagulationprocesses.Even though their number denfor the largerparticles),
implied that the diffusive cutoff length scale for the tur- sity is likely very small(especially

Sc- D'•

(1)

bulent electron density fluctuation was about equal to the

we show below that they can significantlyinfluencethe mo-

viscous
cutoffof theneutralgas.$c > 1 wouldcreatea tionofelectrons
if theyarehighlycharged.
viscous-convective
subrange
oftheelectron
density
fluctua- In addition,
weshallexplore
thepossible
roleaerosols
play
tionallowing
structuring
at scales
shorter
thantheneutral in creating
anapparent
downward
netflowin thesummer

cutoff.Using
a testproposed
byKelleyet al. [1987],
Hall polarmesosphere
asdetected
byradars.
A downward
summer meanvelocity[Balsleyand Riddle,1984;Hall et al., this
issue]was quite surprisingbut had beenexplainedwith the
so-calledStokesdrift effect[Coy et al., 1986]. However,in a
companionpaperby Hall et al. [thisissue]a newcalculation
of the Stokesdrift puts this explanationin question,and we
argue here that the effect is due to falling chargedaerosols.
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IN THE MESOSPHERE

O#r,= Of..

Cluster Ion and Aerosol Diffusivity

(8)

Solving for the critical radius, we get

1
Since the electron diffusion is tightly controlled by the
heavier chargedspecies,we first developmodelssuitable for
such species. There are two important factors one must consider when calculating the diffusivity of charged aerosols. For the summer polar mesopause we take a = 1.76 x

eokT -r..
(9)
rac•4.55
X10--4
/2c•Za2½2/4

(1) The electricchargewill inducepolarizationin the neutral moleculesso that the interaction potential between the
aerosol and the neutral molecule may depart significantly

10-•s m-s (corresponding
to N2 whichis themainneutral
constituent),
r, = 1.8 x 10-•ø m, andT = 130K, which
gives, for a single charge,

from that of a simplehard sphereapproximation.(2) In the
limit of very large aerosolstheir diffusionwill be best mod-

5.2x 10-•ø m.

(10)

eled by Brownian motion. Thus we see that both the size For hydrated protons, which can cluster into fairly large
and the charge of the aerosoldirectly affect its diffusivity.
sizes,we can crudelyestimate(followingHall [1990])that
In the small-scale limit, such that a charged aerosolcan the volume is proportional to the hydration number. If
be viewedas an ion, the diffusivityis given by [Chapman one assumesa hexagonalice lattice structure where a unit

and Cowling,1970]

cellcontaining
4 molecules
hasa volume
of 1.3x 10-2s ms
3kT

D.= 16#..n2..

[Michel,1978],then the effectivevolumeoccupiedper wa-

(2) ter moleculeis about 3.3 x 10-29 ms. Consequently,about
20 water moleculeswill fill up a spherical volume with the

wherek is the Boltzmannconstant,T (K) is the temperature critical radius. This is an extremely rough estimate, but
(note that we are assumingthermal equilibriumbetween
it helps to shed somelight on the questionof applicabilaerosols and neutrals such that T, = T,=
T, which is
ity of the hard spheremodel to highly hydrated protons,as
justified at the altitudes of interest here accordingto Grams

discussed
by Kelley et al. [1987]and Hall [1990];that is,
a,d Fiocco[1977]),N, (m-s) is theneutralnumberdensity, the polarizationmodel shouldbe usedfor ions with hydra-

#•, is the reduced mass given by

=

(s)

ma -{- mn

and f2.,, is a collision integral defined by Chapman and

tion numberlessthan 20. Kelley et al. [1987]havealready
pointedout that the polarizationmodelgivesa massdependencewhich is too weak to have a significantimpact on the
electron Schmidt number. Since there are probably very few

Cowling[1970]. For the hard sphereinteractionmodel the ions with hydration number over 20, we can also eliminate
the importanceof the size effect of the hard spheremodel.
collision integral is given by
Thus we conclude that the hydrated protons cannot have a

significantimpact on raisingthe electronSchmidtnumber.
Goingback to the considerationof aerosols,we look to
the
limit of large size where they can no longerbe studied
where r• and r. (m) are the aerosoland effectiveneutral
radii. (For all our calculationswe shall assumespherical in the context of kinetic theory but rather must be thought
aerosols.) For the case where polarization interaction is of as a macroscopicparticle in a continuum. This transition
is characterizedby the Knudsennumber defined by
dominant[Schunk,1975],

+

/2.•.
=2.07
x10-?x/
v

(4)

= --,

(5) where A.

is the mean free path of the neutral molecules

wherea (m-a) is the neutralatompolarizability,
Z. is the given by
charge number of the aerosol,e0 is the vacuum permittivity,
and e is the elementary charge. The correspondingdiffusivities are then given by

A.= 4v•rr•,,

(12)

TakingN, - 1.94x 1020m-s for mesopause
altitudes[Hall,
1990],we get A,- 9 mm. This is muchlarger than the

3• kT
N.x
iz.[
'
D•=9.06
105kT•
e•o

1

(7)

For ion-neutral collisions the polarization model has been

shownto be fairly good [Dal#arnoet al., 1958],so we expect this to hold for the limit of small aerosols.However,in

the limit of very largesize(holdingZ. constant),onemight
expect,sincethe polarizationpotentialfallsoff as r -4 that
the collisions will occur as hard spheres before the neutral
moleculeshave approacheddose enough to becomepolarized. Thus we may estimate the transition size where the
hard sphere model takes over from the polarization model
by equating the valuesof their collisionintegrals:

radius of the biggest aerosolsin the mesopauseregion, so
Kn )) 1, and we concludethat the aerosolsare in the free
molecularflow regime, unlike those of similar size in the
tropospherethat are in the continuumflow regime. Thus
the hard spherediffusivity should be a good model even for
the largest particles under our consideration.
Electron Diffusivity
Diffusive motion of the electrons is normally taken to be

directly coupledto that of the ions through the ambipolar
electric field effect. However, direct application of the ambipolar diffusionequationsto aerosolsis not justified since
their number density is much smaller than that of the ions
and electrons. Thus at first glance one may tend to dismiss
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the effect of the aerosolson electron diffusion as negligible. where r, is in meters. Once we fix r,, the only free parameters are Z, and
We shall proceed to show that this is not necessarilytrue.
Figures la to ld show the results of our simulations for
Hill [1978]developeda theoryfor ambipolardiffusionin
a multiconstituent, weakly ionized plasma that is applica- D•/D+ plottedversusN,/N½. Multiplecurvesrepresent
ble to the D region. He derived a set of coupled partial the different valuesof D,/D+ that are determinedby the
differentialequationsfor the caseof quasi-neutral(i.e., for indicated values of r,. The consecutivefigures correspond
length scalesmuchlarger than the electronDebyelength) respectively to the aerosol charge Z, = -100, -10, 10, 100.
diffusionof three singly charged species:electrons, positive Since the usual assumption has been to take De/D+ = 2
ions, and negative ions. Magnetic field effectsare ignored, (the ambipolarresult) where D+ is given by the dominant
and the perturbation terms are assumedsmall enough for ion constituent, we will give our results in terms of the ratio
to thebaseresultof 2.
linearization. We generalizethe equationssuch that we can D•ft/D+ sothat it is easilycompared
accommodateelectrons,positive ions, and multiply charged As onewouldexpect,the curvesgofromD•g/D+ = 2 (the

aerosolsof either sign. (We are ignoringnegativeionssince standard ambipolar diffusivity), with no aerosolspresent,

D,/D+ as the aerosols
become
they seem to be scarce in the summer mesopauseregion to D•fr/D+ approaching
numerous. Notice that the curves in Figure la are virtu[Bjb'rnet al., 1985].)
ally indistinguishable from those in Figure lb. This is also
On•= [Z,ID++ Z+D,V2n•+
true for Figures lc and ld. Since the z axes differ by a
factor of 10, it seems that the important scaling factor is
not N,/N½ but IZ, IN,/N½. This makessensephysically;it
means that the important factor is how much charge of the
plasma is tied up in aerosols. Also, for the larger aerosols
of our interest

On.= IZ.ID+- Z+D,:,V2n
+

the transition

from ion to aerosol domination

occurssharply around IZ. IN./N• = •.2 (for Z, negative)
and 0.6 (for Z, positive), in other words,when somewhat
more than half of the charge is tied up in aerosols. Calcu-

z++Iz.I+ -N7 z" D++ N71Z.
IO.

lating D+ for the clusterions frmn (7) and using (1), we

get Sc = 1 for D•ft/D+ = 2.8, soit followsthat Sc = 100

wheren• = n+ 4-n, is the sum/difference
of the perturbation for D•n/D+ = 0.028and$c = 1000for D•fr/D+ = 0.0028.
densitiesof the positiveionsandaerosols(plusfor negatively These values of $c are shown as well. One can conclude

chargedaerosols
andminusfor positivelychargedaerosols),from Figures la through ld that in order for the electron
n½is the perturbationdensityof the electrons,Z+ and Z, Schmidt number to reach 100, r, must be at least 0.01 tim
arethe chargenumbers
onthepositiveionsandaerosols,
D+ and IZ'.IN./N. must be greater than 1.2 (for Z, negative)
and D, are the diffusioncoefficientsof the positiveions and and greaterthan 0.6 (for Z, positive). The sameconditions

aerosols,
and N,:,/N• is the ratio of the background
densities hold for the Schmidt number to reach 1000 except that
of the aerosolsto the electrons. It. is a si•nplified model since must be at least 0.03 tim since Sc scales as r,
.
it admitsonly onesizeand chargestate of aerosols,
whereas
really there is a continuousrangein their sizedistribution.
Keepingthis in mind we proceedwith a numericalanalysis

ON THE CHARGE
IN THE

STATE OF AEROSOLS
MESOSPHERE

of the equations.

We now have a model for raising the electron Schmidt,
number through the arebipolar influence of charged aerosols.
D•fr -- 1/rn2 for a sinusoidal
perturbation
with wavenumber n and an exponential decay time constant r, we can Realistic values for the parameters must now be estimated
run a computersimulationof the equationswith appropri- to evaluate their effect on several mesosphericprocessesusate initial conditions
and measurer to get D•a. Thereis ing this model. The size range of the aerosolsis fairly well
nocompelling
reason
to expectDg•r to bedependent
onn. known. The largest cloud particles are associatedwith nocIf we define an effective electron diffusion coefficient

The problemhasthe free parametersZ+, Z,, D+, D,, and tilucentcloudsand are believedto be ,-, 0.3 tim [Turcoet al.,
cloudsare thoughtto be due to
N,/N•. We will take Z+ = 1 for convenience
and usethe 1982]. Polar mesospheric
smaller
aerosols
of
the
order
of 0.05-0.1tim [Thomas,1984].
ratio D,/D+ as a singleparameter. Using the arguments
Unfortunately, there is a great deal of uncertainty assomadein the previoussectionand assuming(1) m, •)> m,,
(2) the ionsaredominated
by polarization
interaction,
and ciated with the aerosol number density N,. Observed valandGrishin,1976]to
(3) the aerosols
are wellcharacterized
by the hard sphere uesrangefrom106 m-a [Bronshtehn
1.5
x
108
m
-3
[Thomas,
1984]
for
r,
= 0.07 tim, whilea
model(r, >> r+, the effectiveradiusof the positiveions),
we can derive an expressionfor this parameter

Da=4.14
/ (lti+n½
D+
x10-?V2e-nn

modelcalculation
by Turcoet al. [1982]gives< 107m-3

for r, > 0.05 tim. For the sakeof simplicity we will assume
a value of N, = 107 m-a for all further calculations.Using

(15)r,

= 0.06tim andN½= 3 x 109m-a astypicalvaluesfor

the summer mesopause,in order to reach the critical ratio

where ti+,, is the reducedmassof the positive ion and neu- requiredfor PMSE of IZ•[N•/N• • 1.2 (for negativeZ,),
traJ molecule. Plugging in our mesopausalparameters and Z• mustbe •. -360. To reachIZ•IN•/N½ • 0.6 (for positive

usingthemassof H+ (H20)s,whichfromBjb'rnet al. [1985] Z•), Z, mustbe • 180. SeveralrocketflightsduringPMSE
is a representative ion speciesat 85 km, we get

D+

= 4.3X 10-•9r•'2

eventshave indicated electron density bite-outs at the radar

scattering
heights[ Ulwicket al., 1988;Inhesteret al., 1990].

(16) An examplefrom the latter paper is reproducedin Figure 2
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Fig. 1. Plot of effectiveelectrondiffusivityversusaerosolnumberdensitywith (a) Z, = -100, (b) Za = -10, (c)
Za = 10, and (d) Z, = 100. Electrondiffusivityis normalizedwith respectto the positiveion diffusivity,asadthe
aerosol number density is normalized with respect to electron number density.

(curve labeled rf probe) and showsreductionof N• to a

However,it has beenpointedout by Hayneset al. [1990]

value• 3.5 x 10s m-•. In thiscase,the corresponding
crib that the photoionizationeffect,usuallyneglecteddue to the
ical values of Z• are-42

high work function for pure ice, could be dominantover

and 21.

Are these plausible values? There have been no measure- collisionalchargingsince the aerosolsurfaceis likely conmentsof mesosphericaerosolcharge,but calculationsinvolv- taminated by metallic substancesfrom meteor vapor which

ing chargefluxesto aerosolparticlesby Turcoet al. [1982] have much lower work functions. Photoemission would lead
yield an estimate of Z,• ~ -4. So only the combination of to positivelychargedaerosolswhichhavethe possibilityof a
a large electron density depletion and the highest estimate muchhigherstate than the casefor negativecharging.This
of large aerosoldensity would seem to lead to a significant can be understoodas follows. The voltage associatedwith
changein the electron diffusivity. This seemsto be a prob- a chargedobject equalsthe chargedividedby the capacity.
lem since some intense PMSE

events occur without

bite-outs

For the same size aerosol, C is fixed and Q cx V. An elec-

(e.g., the Structureand AtmosphericTurbulenceEnviron- trically "floating" object subject to a flux of electronsand
ment (STATE) 1 casepresentedby Ulwicket al. [1988]). positivespecieswill chargenegativelyto a potentialpropor-
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t-•:rf PROBE

10•

10'

10s

ELE½TONDENSITY
Icm
Fig. 2. Rocket-borne
electrondensitymeasurement
versusheight[fromlnhesteret al., 1990]. The dark traceis
the DC Langmuir probe responseand the light trace is the RF capacitiveprobe data. This rocket was launched

on July 14, 1989,from the And0ya RocketRangein Norwaywhile PMSE werebeingreceivedby the sounding
system(SOUSY) 53.5-MHz radar.

tional to kTe/e, provided that Te is well below a value at stressexceedsthe tensile strength of the •naterial. For a
which secondaryemissioncan occur. In the polar summer spherewith a homogeneously
chargedsurface,the critical
mesosphere,kT½/e • 0.01 V. If photoemissionis allowed, electricfield strengthis [BShnhardt,
1986]
however,and if the electron density is low, then the object
will charge positively to a value proportional to the "temperature" of the solar UV flux which is typically taken to be

=

5 eV [Goertz,1989].The positivechargestatethuscouldbe where • is the permittivity and a is the tensilestrengthof
100 times the negative state.
the aerosolmaterial. Theory predicts• proportionalto T -•
The ultimate upper bound for the amount of chargethat
an aerosolcan sustain is dictated by the electrostatic frag-

andexperiment
gives• • 2.2x 10-7 T -• forpureice[Auty
and Gole,1952].Thusfor T = 130K, • • 1.5 x 10-9 F/m.

mentation criterion, i.e., the point at which the electrostatic

The correspondingcritical chargenumber is
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IZl= 4•rr•
2x/•-•a.
e

(18)

Ne•geI + 47r
½-•r• = NiTexp-47r•-•r•
+ 3 x 1047F•r.m-• s-• (22)

Michel[1978]givesthe tensilestrengthof polycrystalline
ice
to be

where 7 and F•, both independent of aerosol size, are the
photoelectric yield and photon flux. Ignoring the small ion

chargeexchangeterm (first term on the right-handside)
a=7.94
x10
•/1- 9x10-4(T273)
N/m•(19)
and comparingthe rate of electroncapture (left-handside)
2r.

which yields

with the rate of photoionization(last term), we seethat the

latter grows linearly with ra whereas the former decreases
with r,. Therefore there is good reasonto surmisethat large
aerosolsare more positively charged than the smaller ones.
for ourparameters.
Forr. = 0.06#m, IZc[= 5 x 106.This
Using this theory, we can try to glean someinformation from
is probably an overestimate because the tensile strength is
the rocket data. Estimating the differencebetweenthe plots
likely to be lower than the model value. But the point is
of thetwoprobesat thebite-outto be IZIN - 2 x 108m-3
that the real limit to the amount of charge carried by an
and N½= 3.5 x 108cm-3, we get IZ•IN•/N• = 0.67. This
aerosol is not the fragmentation criterion but the balance is over the threshold value of ~ 0.6 that we need for the
of charge flux to the aerosol, photoemission,and charge exelectron diffusivity to be dominated by the aerosols.
change collisions.
Our diffusion model does not distinguish sharply between
APPLICATIONS
OF THE RESULTS
positive and negative Za. In light of the past model charging calculations, highly negative charge is ruled out; thus Radar Scattering Effects of Aerosols
positive charging by a dominant photoionization effect beBoth the turbulent and Fresnel type scatter are coherent
comes the attractive alternative. On the other hand, as

IZ•I= 3.3x 10•r•

(20)

mentionedearlier, we haveevidencefrom rocketflights JUl- (i.e., not thermal) mechanisms.Incoherentscatter (resultwick et al., 1988; Kelley et al., 1990]that sometimesthere ing from randomthermal motion)had beenpreviouslyruled
out as a cause of PMSE

since the calculated

cross section

is a significant electron density bite-out around the PMSE
height range which is most easily explained by the scaveng- for the known electron density was much too low. How-

ing of electronsby a layer of aerosols(whichwouldthen be ever, Hayneset al. [1990]haveproposedthat the presence
negativelycharged).Reid [1990]examinesthis scenarioand of highly positively charged aerosolswould boost the incoconcludesthat the aerosolsdoing the scavengingmust have herent scatter cross section enough to account for the echo
radii of the order of 0.01 #m or less due to the small number powers of PMSE at all the observed radar frequencies.
We can easily show that this idea is only applicable to the
0f largerparticlesand the necessarily
low negativecharge
on the aerosols. A totally different explanation proposedby highest frequency radars with which PMSE are observed

Haynes et al. [1990] is that an apparent reductionin the [RSttger et al., 1990]. First, the incoherentscatter cross
electrondensity could result from the inability of the DC sectionis not wavelengthdependent for scalesmuch larger
Langmuir
probes
(used
in alltherockets)
todeflect
massive,than the electron Debye length (~ 1 cm for the summer
positively charged aerosols. The probes measure a current mesopause),whereasthe observedradar crosssectionsare
ztrongly dependent on wavelength. A simultaneous three-

proportional to

radar

observation

of PMSE

needs to be conducted

in order

to obtain definitive data on the frequency dependence of
the radar reflectivity. The best we can do at present is to
In other words, the bite-out is of the positive ions rather than plot the maximum reported backscatter volume reflectivity
of the electron density. However, data from a rocket carry- at 46.9 MHz, 224 MHz, and 933 MHz. This is done in Figing both a Langmuir probe and an RF capacitiveprobe re- ure 3; the extremely strong wavelength dependenceis clear.
veal a bite-out for both probes, but with a noticeably larger Second, the absolute value of the VHF reflectivity is orders
magnitudefor the latter in that heightrange(seeFigure2). of magnitude above "normal" incoherent scatter levels. In
Since the RF probe would not inadvertently measurepos- addition, Figure 3 showsan example of the calculatedradar
itively charged aerosols, the pure ion bite-out explanation volume reflectivity versus radar scattering wavenumber for

N• - ZaN• = N+.

(21)

wouldseemto be provenwrong. Furthermore,withoutsteep

three

edgesin the electron density it seemsunlikely that the radar
echo characteristicsthat point toward a specularreflection
mechanism could be explained.
One way to interpret these data is to invoke both of the
above bite-out explanations; i.e., the smaller aerosolsare
scavengingelectrons, thus creating a real depletion in electron density, with positively charged larger aerosolsram-

bulencemodelof Driscoll and Kennedy[1985]at the same

ming into the Langmuir probe to create a deeper apparent bite-out. Clearly, this propositionrequiresthat larger
aerosols•
be preferentiallychargedpositively. For positively
charged aerosolswith ra _• 0.3 #m, the equation for current equilibriumbetweenaerosoland environmentis [Haynes
et al., 1990]

values of $c.

The curves are calculated

from the tur-

electron density, electron gas scale height of I km, and with

the turbulenceparameter ½= 1 W/kg which is a high value
for the mesosphere. The 224-MHz radar was not operating when the high points for 46.9 MHz and 933 MHz were
recorded while in simultaneous observation, so it may not

be possible
to fit onetheoretical
curvethrough
all three.
Keeping this caveat in mind, note that the theoretical curve
for Sc = I falls well short of the observedechostrengths at

all threefrequencies.(The parameters,i.e., electrondensity,
electron gas scale height, and turbulent energy dissipation
rate, have been pushed to the bounds of plausibility, since
we are trying to match to the highest observed values of
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Fig. 3. Turbulent radar volumereflectivitycalculatedfrom the model of Driscoll and Kennedy[1985] with
Ne: 8 X 109 m-3, electronscaleheight = 1 kin, and turbulentenergydissipationrate = 1 W/kg. The data
pointscorrespondto the highestrecordedechopowersat 46.9 MHz (CUPRI), 224 MHz (EISCAT VHF), and
933 MHz (EISCAT UHF).

radar reflectivity.) Also note that the curvecorrespondingforIZ.I

< 69T«N.-• where
a½= 1.0x 10-2sm2 is the

to Sc = 100 matches fairly well to the 46.9-MHz and 224- scattering crosssection of a single electron, fi - kRA/•, k•t

MHz points but falls many ordersof magnitudebelow that (m-•) is the radarscattering
wavenumber,
and
of the 933-MHz mark. (Indeed, it falls well below the re-

flectivityof normalincoherentscatterat this point.) On

A•= 69 •

the other hand, the Sc = 1000 curve fits the 46.9-MHz and

m

(25)

933-MHz pointswhile overshootingthe 224-MHz mark. One is the electronDebyelength. Physically,(23) applieswhen
interpretationis to ignorethe 224-MHz discrepancyand take the aerosol separation distance is greater than the aerosol
Sc = 1000. Another would be to take Sc = 100 and explain Debye length suchthat their selLinteractionscan be ignored.
the 933-MHz PMSE as the result of enhanced incoherent
Equation (24) is usedwhen the aerosolsmust be treated as
scatter due to charged aerosols.

a continuum

fluid.

We prefer the latter argument and apply the turbulent
Comparing the two expressionsto the normal D regioninscatter mechanismwith Sc • 100 to 46.9 and 224 MHz, coherentscattercrosssectionof Doughertyand Farley[1963]
invoking a different mechanism for the 933-MHz PMSE.

•+fl2
Havneset al. [1990]have applieda dusty plasmatheory
• = 2+ •2a•N•,
(26)
of Tsytovichet al. [1989]which predictsan enhancement
in the incoherentradar scatteringcrosssectionby Z, 2. A
morecarefulanalysisby Hag/ors[1991]showsthat the scat- we see that significant enhancement of scattered power is
only possiblein the first case. Thus for Na -- 107 m-3
ter crosssectiondue to chargedaerosolsis
IZ•l must exceed• 50 for enhancedscatter. R5'ttgeret al.
Z, 2•r½
N,
[1990]havereporteda 10-dBenhancement
overtheambient

"" + _

forIZ.I > 69T•N.-• and

•

incoherentscatter power (Figure 4) for the one published
PMSE event at 933 MHz. Accordingto the calibration of

Rb'ttgeret al. [1990],N½= 4 x 109m-3, whichyields• =

Z. • a• N.
_

Ne

0.5. If we takeN• = 10• m-• a comparison
of (23) and
(26) showswe needZ• = 95 or Z• = -120 to yield a tenfold

•2_ • +Z.2n.) (24)enhancement in radar reflectivity. This is a crude estimate of
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time taken by the aerosolto diffuseAa/4a', whereAs is the
radar wavelength. Followingthe approachof Fukuyamaand
Kofman[1980],we calculatethe incoherentscatterspectral

2 Jury1988
œUPRISNR

ElSEAT SNR

ElSCAT
grad

KM

width

to be

= •r 1+
+ 1•2
D..

88

(27)

This expressionassumesscattering from only one size of

aerosols
and is not valid for /•2 >> 1, i.e., if AR/4•ris

8O

much less than the radius of the electron cloud shielding
the aerosol. (In any case, the scatteredpower drops off

drastically(to the inversefourth power)for large/3.)

.J'2
e,

72
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i
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Figure 5 showsthe variation of the spectral width with
aerosolradius for polar summer mesopauseparameters. Realistically, the electrons will enshroud aerosolsand ions of
varioussize suchthat the resulting spectrum would be a sort
of superpositionof spectra producedby the entire range, so
that the spectral information would be smearedout. If, however, the electrons are divided between the positive ions and
one fairly well defined size of aerosol, one should be able to
see the contributions from each in the spectra: the aerosol
portion should be much narrower. This is analogousto the
technique used in extracting ion composition information

i

KM

88
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ß ,o.0

e
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72

from conventionalincoherentscatter data [e.g., Farley et
al., 1967].As onemovesinto a regionwheredressedaerosol

KH

scattering becomes important, one would expect to see a
narrow spectral peak starting to poke out of the normal,
broad, incoherentscatter spectrum. If the aerosolsare completely dominant, then the broad componentshoulddisap-

88

pearaltogether.
I• thevertical
resolution
oftheradarisgood
enough,one may even observethe narrowing of the aerosol
componentwith descendingheight correspondingto an in-

80

'.'Z':'
22

.,,

....

creasein size due to sedimentation. However, one would not
expect to see the extremely narrow spectra using a typical

D regionincoherentscatter radar mode, sincesucha great
number of time lags need to be measured. For example,
the Europeanincoherentscatter (EISCAT) 933-MHz data
clearly showa narrowingof the spectral width in the PMSE
heightbin, but due to the appliedradar programit wasnot
possibleto resolvewidths lessthan 20.4 Hz [RSttgeret al.,
1990].
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The long-term, composite-yearrecord from the 50-MHz
Poker Flat radar showsaveragedownwardvelocitiesof ~
0.2 m/s in the summertimeupper mesosphere,
a resultthat
goesagainstthe commonlyacceptedtheoreticalprediction

Fig. 4. Signal-to-noiseratio versus height for the time period

of a muchsmallervelocityin the upwarddirection[Balsley
andRiddle,1984;Hall et al., this issue].Coyet al. [1986]
CAT 933-MHz radar (left panels)[R6ttger et al., 1990]. Center

0006-0045

UT

when a PMSE

event was observed with the EIS-

panels show CUPRI 46.9-MHz data, and the right panels are a have proposeda Stokesdrift explanationfor this discrepmeasure of the vertical gradient in electron density as deduced ancy,but the analysisby Hall et al. [thisissue]in the comfrom the EISCAT data. The small dots are averagedover I min, panion paper, employingPoker Flat gravity wave spectral
and the large dots are averagedfor the indicated time per panel. parameters,
shows
the Stokesdrift to beat most~ 0.04m/s.

Our chargedaerosol/radarscatterconnectioncoupledwith
the fact that theselargedownwardvelocitiesare seenonly
the aerosolchargerequiredfor enhancedincoherentscatter duringthesummerandaroundthe mesopausal
heightrange
at 933 MHz. More experimentaldata on Z, and N, are suggests
a differentexplanation(alsoseeHall et al. [this
neededto test the validity of this model.
As a possible source of more information we turn to the
spectral width of this enhanced incoherent scatter mode.

issue]).If, for example,the radiowaveswerescattering
directly from the "aerosol-bound"
electrons,the radar would
measurea downwardDopplervelocitycorresponding
to the

The spectralwidth shouldbe inverselyproportionalto the aerosolterminalvelocity.After fallingto a warmerregion,
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Fig. 5. Spectral width versus aerosol radius for enhanced incoherent scatter from charged aerosols. The bump

near ra = 5 x 10-lø m representsthe transition from the polarization to the hard spherecollisionmodel.

they would evaporate, and the upward motion of the aerosol
constituents would not be detected by the radar. In this
way the background fluid motion can be in the opposite direction of the radar Doppler velocity. However, this is not
exactly our situation since the radar actually scatters coherently from inhomogeneitiesin the electron distribution
which must follow the charged aerosols.Intuitively, it seems
reasonablethat even though the pattern of aerosolsand electrons encounter a changing dynamic input as they descend
through the neutral gas, they should retain at least a partial
correlation from height to height in their spatial structure,

especiallyat scalesin the viscous-convective
subrangewhere
the charged particle dynamics is effectively decoupled from
the immediate behavior of the neutra]s. gYe are planning
a more rigorous analysis and a numerical simulation of this
effect for a future publication.
If we take the hypothesis that the radar is indeed detecting aerosoldescent, we can deduce some things about their
properties. In the absence of neutral atmospheric motion
the vertical velocity of a charged particle in the ionosphere
where magnetic field effects are not important is given by

[e.g., Kelley, 1989]

•,=•-• Z,eE N•,dz rn•,g•,

itationM acceleration, and z increases upward. First, we
explore the effect of gravity alone.

Substituting(6)into (28) and assumingrn, >> rn,•, we
solve for the aerosol radius,

r,, =

g p ,•

•r

(29)

wherep, is the densityof the aerosol(920 kg/ma for ice
crystals). For our summerpolar mesopause
conditions,with
v, - 0.2 m/s, we get r, = 0.06 •m, which is quite reasonable.

What about the other terms?

The gradient term,

N•"ldN•,/dz, mustbe at leastof orderunity for it to be
larger than the electric term, meaning essentially,that the
entire concentration of aerosolsdecreasesto nothing over
a 1-m drop. This does not seem likely, so we will ignore
it. In a simple case of uniform positively charged aerosols
and an equal number of electronsfalling through a neutra]
gas, if there is no net current, then the electronfall velocity
must equa] the aerosol fall velocity, and ignoring the mass
of electrons, we have

(28) SinceD•,/D•

where E is the vertical electricfield strength,g is the grav-

N•,
v,•
½8kTm•,

P--•
(Zaeœ
- m,•g)
: ½D½
E.
kT
kT

(30)

<< 1, the gravitational term must indeeddom-

inate the electrical term for plausible values of Z.. So we are
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left with a falling charged aerosolof radius 0.06/am which ing 1000 to the electrons,thereby providing an explanation
is compatible with the size range of particles at the summer for the simulaneouslyobservedhighest echo power at 46.9
and 933 MHz. This could account for the spurious nature
polar mesopause.
of PMSE at 933 MHz, since the turbulent scatter power at
such high frequencieswould only emerge above the normal
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
incoherent scatter power level under highly enhancedgeo-

In this paper we havedevelopeda modelin whichPMSE
for both VHF and UHF radars can be accounted for by the

physicalconditions,i.e., high electrondensity and/or turbulent energydissipationrate (seeFigure 6). However,this

electrodynamiceffect of charged aerosols. We know from
optical observationsof polar mesosphericand noctilucent
cloudsthat particleswith radii of 0.01-0.1 /amexist in thin
layers slightly below mesopauseheights. Rocket measurements of electron density have revealed bite-outs at similar
altitudes, and simultaneousDC Langmuir and RF capacitive

explanation would cease to make senseif a three-frequency
radar PMSE experiment showsthe reflectivity at 224 MHz
to be well below that of the predicted turbulent scatter value
for $c- 1000. Such an experiment is currently planned and
will be crucial in testing these ideas.
Sinceit is thought that negatively charged aerosolscanprobedata showa discrepancy
only at thoseheights,which not exceed a charge number of about 4, we look to a model
we proposecould be causedby the smaller particles scav- which includes positively charged aerosols. Then, in orengingelectronsand the larger ones,chargedpositivelyby der to achieve a significant enhancement in the electron
photoemission,ramming into the Langmuirprobe. Further- Schmidt number to create the P MSE, we need the param-

more, we interpret the mean downwardvelocity,measured eter IZ, IN,/N½ to reach at least ~ 0.6. Estimatesof N,
by a 50-MHz radar during the summerin the sameheight vary greatly, and N½ is also variable, dependingon whether
region,to be the fall speedof aerosolswhichare responsible the echoescome from within the electron density bite-outs.
for the VHF PMSE. The observed velocity implies a radius Z, ~ 100 would be a crude estimate. Given this high degree
of 0.06 /•m. One can see from Figures la through ld that of aerosolcharge, one is bound to see instancesof enhanced
aerosolsof this size, if they becomedominant in the charge incoherentscatter, as suggestedby Hayneset al. [1990],
balance of the plasma, will impart Schmidt numbers exceed- with UHF radars. In this context, however, we strongly
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Fig. 6. The turbulent radar volume reflectivity model of Figure 1 for two values of electron density and turbulent
energy dissipation rate and $c - 1000. The two lines at the bottom are the normal incoherent scatter reflectivity

(not the enhancedscatter due to chargedaerosols)for the sametwo valuesof electrondensity. The data points
are the same as in Figure 1.
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